T H E F A M I LY V A C A T I O N , R E I N V E N T E D

Built for family fun and big on comfort and safety,
the Holiday Rambler ® Trip™ is the ﬁrst Holiday Rambler motorized RV model
built bumper-to-bumper with Navistar ® resources and innovations onboard.

BIG FUN, AFFORDABLE PRICE TAG
The Holiday Rambler ® Trip™ takes many of the cuttingedge RV advancements perfected by our Navistar ®
resources and packages them in an RV that’s easy
on your budget without skimping on performance.

STORAGE TO SPARE
Designed with an active family’s many activities
in mind, Trip offers a whopping 161 cubic feet
of easy-access, outside and rear pass-through
storage—more than competitors in its class.

MAXXFORCE® ENGINES—PURE DIESEL POWER
As a Navistar company, Monaco® RV has access to
some of the world’s top engine designs. New Holiday
Rambler motorized RVs, including Trip, are equipped
with MaxxForce® diesel engines. Lightweight,
quiet and fuel-efﬁcient, these engines are carrying
Holiday Rambler into the future of RV travel.

AN RV THAT DRIVES LIKE A CAR
Sit back, relax, and drive. A narrower chassis makes
Trip easier to maneuver and park than competing
RVs. Aerodynamic
amic design advances we’ve developed
through wind tunnel research improve fuel economy.
An ergonomically
ally designed cockpit featuring
improved vision
on angles, easy-reach cup holders
and an iPod™ dock makes driving Trip more
like driving a car
ar than an RV.

NO-HASSLE 2010 EMISSIONS COMPLIANCE
All of our 2010 motorized RVs are equipped with the
MaxxForce® Advanced EGR system. It’s the only
no-hassle solution for complying with 2010 emissions
regulations. Unlike other solutions, there are no extra
equipment to maintain or ﬂuids to add. When you
own the Trip, you simply drive it like RVs have always
been driven.

For more details on the Trip visit holidayrambler.com/Trip

